In the last decade,
multiemployer benefit plans
have seen increasing use of professional
trustees. This article explores the legal and practical
issues involved, as well as the pros and cons.
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The Professional
Trustee and the
Multiemployer Plan

A

What Is a Multiemployer Professional Trustee?
professional trustee is generally an individual
who has expertise in the area of employee
benefits and is most likely, but not always, not
associated with the industry with which the
multiemployer plan is associated.
The trust agreements for each fund provide the procedure for appointing trustees. Generally, the union appoints
labor trustees associated with the industry. The employer
association or, collectively, the employers appoint the management trustees associated with the industry. Professional
trustees may be designated as either union or management,
or they may be designated as neutral trustees or independent
fiduciaries.
Professional trustees may serve in a variety of roles and
for a variety of purposes. A professional trustee may serve

as independent fiduciary to resolve a specific issue that
the trustees cannot themselves resolve because of potential conflicts of interest or simply lack of expertise. In such
cases, the board of trustees appoints the professional trustee
as an independent fiduciary for a fixed period of time;
once the issue has been resolved, the professional trustee’s
service ends. The trust agreement, of course, must provide
for this.
In some cases the trustees agree to appoint a professional trustee as a neutral trustee to resolve a deadlock
that may exist between union and management trustees.
Again, the appointment may be for a specified period of
time to resolve a specific deadlock or, in some cases, the
professional trustee will act as an ongoing neutral trustee
to resolve future deadlocks. Some boards of trustees may
be leery about appointing a neutral trustee. What if the
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For a plan that’s having a difficult time finding trustees to serve,
a professional trustee may be the answer. Professional trustees
will have the expertise to help ensure the plan complies with
the ever-increasing myriad of laws. Often, a professional trustee
is able to defuse personality conflicts that might otherwise
erupt between management and labor.

trustee is not perceived by one side
or the other as being fair in his or her
deliberations and determinations? Often, the answer is that the conditions
for appointing a neutral trustee are
that the trustee has a fixed term and,
at the conclusion of the fixed term, the
individual is reappointed only if both
sides agree or perhaps a new neutral
trustee is appointed.

Why Use a Professional Trustee?
Use of professional trustees has increased for a number of reasons. Benefit laws and regulations are becoming increasingly more complex, and a
greater breadth and depth of knowledge is required to properly serve as a
trustee. In today’s economy, employers are requiring a great deal more
productivity out of fewer and fewer
employees, and many who would be
good candidates to be trustees simply do not have the time necessary to
educate themselves and attend trustee
meetings. This is seen more so on the
management side. Union trustees often come from the ranks of union officers, and the job of being a trustee is
often considered part of their duties as
a union officer.
In many instances, employer associations responsible for appointing man-
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agement trustees simply cannot find
individuals willing to serve due to time
constraints, lack of expertise or concern about liability. These associations
then turn to the use of a professional
trustee. Many large national companies
participate in various multiemployer
plans throughout the country. It is not
uncommon for such companies to hire
a professional trustee to serve on many
funds in various locations. Sometimes
these companies will use in-house lawyers or human resources professionals
to serve as a trustee. Alternatively, they
will hire an outside professional. This
provides continuity and allows for the
development of a companywide strategy on benefit matters.

What Legal Considerations
Apply to Appointment
of a Professional Trustee?
The ability to appoint an individual
as a professional trustee is determined
by the trust agreement. In some cases,
trust agreements may restrict trustees
to those within the industry. For example, some trust agreements require
that employer trustees be employees
of a contributing employer or, in some
cases, an officer or part of management of a contributing employer. The
trust agreement may designate certain

union officer positions to be trustees.
Pursuant to the Employee Retirement
Income Security Act (ERISA), the only
limitation on being able to be a trustee is
that a person has never been convicted
of certain crimes.
The act of appointment of a fiduciary by a sponsor makes that sponsor
a fiduciary to the plan with respect to
that appointment. The Department of
Labor has issued regulations that address this issue.1 The regulations are issued in a question-and-answer format;
the last question and answer states:
Q.	FR-17 What are the ongoing
responsibilities of a fiduciary
who has appointed trustees
or other fiduciaries with respect to these appointments?
A.	
At reasonable intervals, the
performance of trustees and
other fiduciaries should be
reviewed by the appointing
fiduciary in such manner as
may be reasonably expected
to ensure that their performance has been in compliance with the terms of the
plan and statutory standards,
and satisfies the needs of the
plan. No single procedure
will be appropriate in all
cases; the procedure adopted
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may vary in accordance with the nature of the plan
and other facts and circumstances relevant to the
choice of the procedure.
See also Liss v. Smith,2 in which the court stated: “It is by
now well established that the power to appoint Plan Trustees
confers fiduciary status.”

What Are the Practical Implications
of This Regulation for the Appointing Entity?
The appointing entity:
• Should examine the trust agreement to determine
what its duties are in the appointment of trustees
• Should determine what special qualifications, if any,
the trustees should have
• Needs to establish its expectations and qualifications
for its appointed trustees
• Should meet with newly appointed trustees to prepare
them for assuming their responsibilities
• Should establish a written policy for reviewing the performance of its trustees.
A 2008 case in the U.S. District Court for the District of
Connecticut is instructive in explaining the legal duties of
sponsors appointing and monitoring trustees.3
The local union sued a local NECA chapter in Connecticut and its executive for breaches of fiduciary duty with respect to the chapter’s appointment of trustees and with respect to the activities of the chapter executive as a trustee.
Two benefit plans were involved—the IBEW Local 90 Pension Fund and the IBEW Local 90 Benefit Plan.
The trust agreement for the Local 90 Benefit Plan requires six trustees—three appointed by the union and three
appointed by the NECA chapter. The trust agreement also
requires that each management trustee must be actively employed by a contributing employer. Under the terms of the
trust agreement, each trustee has one vote. If a trustee is absent, the trustee’s vote is distributed among the trustees that
are present on a pro-rata basis. A quorum consisted of one
management trustee and one union trustee.
The Local 90 Pension Fund trust agreement provides
similar, but not identical, provisions. The pension fund trust
agreement provides for six trustees. A quorum consists
of two trustees from each side. Each trustee has one vote.
However, if a union trustee is absent, the remaining union
trustees each have 1½ votes, and if an employer trustee is
absent, the remaining employer trustees each have 1½ votes.

In addition, the trust agreement requires that any vacancy
on the board of the trustees be filled within 30 days after the
vacancy occurs.
The NECA chapter, although not defunct, did not operate
in accordance with its own bylaws. The officers consisted of
the chapter executive and a president. The chapter did not
have meetings, and it had not held an election of officers for
over eight years. The chapter executive was the only chapter-appointed trustee that attended all of the meetings. Although the chapter had appointed some trustees other than
the chapter executive, those trustees rarely, if ever, attended
meetings. Although the facts are a bit murky, it appears that
from time to time there might have been only one or two appointed employer trustees, not three as required by the trust
agreements.
There were other issues in the case, which will not be discussed here, as they do not relate to the issue of the association’s appointment of trustees.
The chapter asserted that it did not appoint the required number of trustees because it claimed it could
not find anybody willing to serve as a trustee. The union
trustees of both plans, together with representative participants of both plans, sued the chapter for breach of
fiduciary duty for its failure to appoint trustees and for
its failure to monitor trustees. In addition, they sued the
chapter executive, alleging he should not have been an
appointed trustee because the trust agreement prohibited it. The union also alleged that the chapter executive failed to comply with the trust agreement by voting
on behalf of absent and nonexistent trustees. And, in the
case of the pension fund, the trust agreement allocated
only 1½ votes to him, but he voted three votes.

learn more >>
Education
Trustees and Administrators Institutes
June 11-13, San Francisco, California
For more information, visit www.ifebp.org/
trusteesadministrators.

From the Bookstore
Trustee Handbook: A Guide to Labor-Management
Employee Benefit Plans, Seventh Edition
by Claude L. Kordus. International Foundation. 2012.
For more details, visit www.ifebp.org/books.asp?7068.
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takeaways >>

• For a professional trustee to be used, the trust agreements need to provide this position.
• E mployer associations responsible for appointing management trustees often cannot find
individuals willing to serve.
• A professional trustee will charge for his or her services and likely will incur expenses.
• U
 se of a neutral trustee means both sides need to be reasonable in the actions they
propose.
• All trustees have a fiduciary responsibility to the plan and its participants.

After reflecting on the facts and the
law, the court found the following:
• The chapter executive breached
his fiduciary duty by casting all
three votes on NECA’s behalf. He
failed to comply with the pension
plan’s trust agreement, which is a
breach of fiduciary duty.
• The court did not make a determination as to whether or not the
chapter executive breached his
fiduciary duty by casting votes on
behalf of nonexistent trustees.
• The chapter executive is ineligible under the plan documents to
serve as an employer trustee on
both benefit plans.
• The chapter breached its fiduciary duty to the benefit plans
by not appointing three trustees
to each plan and not following
the mandate of the trust agreement to fill vacancies within 30
days.
• The power to appoint or remove
trustees carries with it the concomitant duty to monitor its
trustees’ performance. The chapter had no system to monitor its
appointed trustees and, therefore,
is liable for any breaches committed by the trustees. Furthermore,
the court found that both the
chapter and the chapter executive
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were liable for these breaches of
fiduciary duty.
In addition, the court entered a
judgment against the chapter that required it to:
• Appoint the required number of
trustees in a timely fashion, and
to continue to timely fill vacancies as they arise
• Otherwise comply with the plan
documents
• Comply with its own constitution
and bylaws
• Monitor the trustees it appoints
to the board
• Pay nominal damages of $10.
The court also entered judgment
against the chapter executive enjoining
him from serving as a trustee and ordering him to pay nominal damages of $10.
This case is a good illustration of
how a professional trustee could be
very useful. Of course, in this particular case the trust agreement would have
to be amended to permit it, but the fiduciary duty of the chapter to appoint
trustees could be met with the appointment of a professional trustee(s).

What Practical Considerations
Apply to the Appointment
of a Professional Trustee?
The professional trustee will charge
for his or her services. Presumably

there also will be expenses incurred on
the professional trustee’s behalf from
time to time.
ERISA Section 406 prevents a trustee
from receiving any money from the
plan. However, Section 408(c) states
that nothing in Section 406 shall be
construed to prohibit a trustee from receiving a benefit from the plan as a participant or beneficiary, receiving any
reasonable compensation for services
rendered, or for the reimbursement
of expenses properly and actually incurred in the performance of his duties
with the plan, except that no person so
serving who already receives full-time
pay from an employer or an association of employers whose employees are
participants of the plan, or from an
employee organization whose members are participants in the plan, shall
receive compensation from such plan,
except for reimbursement of expenses
properly and actually incurred.
Assuming that the professional
trustee is not already a full-time employee of a contributing employer or
the sponsoring union, the trustee’s
compensation and expenses can be
paid from:
• The trust or
• The sponsoring entity appointing
the trustee.
Generally, a professional trustee appointed to serve as either a management trustee or a union trustee would
be paid by the entity that appoints him
or her. However, the trust fund generally would pay the professional trustee’s
expenses, just as any other trustee’s expenses would be paid. An independent
fiduciary hired to resolve a specific issue,
or a neutral trustee appointed either for
a specific purpose or indefinitely, most
likely will be paid by the trust fund.
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For a plan that’s having a difficult time finding trustees
to serve, a professional trustee may be the answer. Professional trustees will have the expertise to help ensure the
plan complies with the ever-increasing myriad of laws.
Often, a professional trustee is able to defuse personality
conflicts that might otherwise erupt between management
and labor.
The use of a neutral trustee requires both sides to be reasonable in the actions they propose for the trust fund. Each
side knows that it has to persuade the neutral as to the reasonableness of what that side is proposing.
The use of a professional trustee may facilitate a smoother
operating trust fund.

What Are the Disadvantages
of a Professional Trustee?
The most widely expressed criticism of the use of a professional trustee is that such a trustee does not have any “skin in
the game.” This is the same argument for not keeping trustees
(union or management) on after they retire from their business because they no longer have the same incentives that
they had while they were working for a contributing employer
or a sponsoring union.
It must be remembered that all trustees, including professional trustees, have a fiduciary responsibility to the plan and
its participants and beneficiaries to act in the best interests
of the plan and its participants and beneficiaries. In other
words, the standards for fiduciary conduct are the same
whether the trustee is from within the industry or from outside the industry.
In addition, management and labor trustees are sometimes involved in collective bargaining, which can spill
over to trust issues. There is a concern that one side will put
pressure on the other side related to labor matters that re-

ally shouldn’t impact on trustee decisions, but may do so. A
professional trustee is generally not in a position to have this
kind of pressure put on him or her.
The trend of increasing use of professional trustees will
most likely continue in the future. Plan sponsors should have
an open mind and be willing to discuss the use of professional trustees.
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2. Liss v. Smith, 991 F. Supp. 278 (1998).
3. International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, Local 90 v. National
Electrical Contractor’s Association, Connecticut Chapter, Inc. U.S. District
Court in the District of Connecticut. (March 31, 2008).
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